
INTRO TO METEOROLOGY

Introduction to Meteorology (I2M) is a weather course which provides expert insight into the fundamentals of weather
forecasting and weather information.

Legal Requirements: The University of Oklahoma is committed to providing reasonable accommodation for
all students with disabilities. METEO 3 uses an online text, which includes digital video, audio, simulation
models, virtual field trips to on-line data resources, and interactive quizzes that provide instantaneous
feedback. For meteorology, the atmosphere can be defined as the air and its properties in which weather and
atmospheric phenomena occur. What will I learn? If a student choices this option, the new exam grade will
replace the old exam grade regardless of the test scores. The course is designed specifically for distance
learners seeking general science credit. Introduction to Meteorology About our weather course Introduction to
Meteorology I2M is a weather course which provides expert insight into the fundamentals of weather
forecasting and weather information, helping you make more informed decisions. Franklin also noted in that
storms do not always travel in the direction of the prevailing winds - in fact can travel against the prevailing
winds in some cases! Cooperate with other departments that use the same learning resource. Climate ranges
from being in depth and very descriptive to being as simple as the high and low temperatures for a given
season of the year. Great text for the mathematically inclined, used in later courses as well. Nothing limits the
weather you talk about, so it can be the weather around you or your entire country. The technical term is the
study of the atmosphere and its phenomena. Descriptive text emphasizing concepts and terminology. And,
who knows, this knowledge may even save your life! Forecasting is predicting which is not science and
thusly, not meteorology. The atmosphere is thin compared to Earth's radius. Meteorology Simply stated: the
study of weather and climate. You will also learn to "read" the sky so you can make your own short-term
forecasts and adjust your behavior accordingly. If the whole Earth were that size, how thick would the
atmosphere be. With this knowledge of how the atmosphere works, you'll be able to understand what controls
the evolution of storms and appreciate why weather forecasts are sometimes highly uncertain. But, it can also
be confusing. I certainly think so! You are welcome to use and re-use materials that appear in this site other
than those copyrighted by others subject to the licensing agreement linked to the bottom of this and every
page. According to [ [1] ], words ending in -logy are the study of something. In whatever way the weather
affects you, one thing is for sureâ€¦ the weather does affect you. However, I am continually startled that a lot
of people know so very little about something that plays such a pivotal role in their lives. Academic integrity
policy website information: Details regarding academic integrity can be found at the following website:
studentconduct. The instructor will do his best to dissuade potential employers from hiring a person found
guilty of academic misconduct. No matter the length of time, climate is the average weather during that time.
After enrolling in your preferred course you can indicate your elective preferences on the pre-course survey.
We'll cover the most popular electives selected by course participants from the list below: thunderstorms and
severe weather always covered flood warning.


